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The Human-Computer interface is crucial to good
design support tools. It has to be non-interruptive and
non-distracting, yet allow the architect to interact
with the computer software.The physical reality of
the interface, such as the shape and manipulability of
devices like the mouse, keyboard, joystick, or dataglove, has to be mapped on actions and commands in
the software. Already the current user interfaces are
felt to be inadequate for a good support of design, and
the functionality of design tools is growing, requiring
even more and new physical interface devices. In this
paper, we present research on new tangible interfaces
for architectural design support. In particular, we focus
on the research methodological question how to
investigate such devices.The research strategy is
introduced and discussed, after which concrete
implementations of this strategy are shown. Based on
this work, we conclude that the combination of
interface and the context of its use in terms of design
method and user needs form crucial aspects for such
research and cannot be considered separately.
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1. Introduction
Design computing research poses specific demands on the applied research
techniques.The focus on computing does not necessarily mean the
application of computer hardware and software, but in research practice it
does in many occasions. Consequently, design computing research can be
performed strictly theoretically, but in reality it is often computer technology
driven. If we focus on the last type of research, a challenging research topic
has emerged the last decade, namely the quest to support design by new
methods and techniques that arise from computer technology.This research
topic requires methods that are distinct from traditional research
methodologies used in the social sciences and design research.
Social science has a long tradition in methodological research.The
research method consists in its basic form of three elements: Theory,Test
and Conclusion. From these basics, more refined research methods have
been developed [1], generally consisting of the following subsequent
components: Research question, Literature survey, Experimental design, Data
collection, Data analysis and Conclusion. For each component a range of
techniques are available.
Design research has not shown the convergence in research
methodology over time like social science. Design research varies from
research on yet existing designs [2, 3], the design process [4], and design
concepts [5, 6]. Research techniques have been adopted from social science
and cognitive science [7-9].
In traditional scientific research one aims to vary one parameter at the
time to analyze the consequence on the system output. In design computing
research we deal with varying parameters that fall under two classes of
aspects, namely (1) the design process and (2) the computer support
system. To overcome this problem, an evolutionary approach to research is
the only possibility to keep control over the process. In the evolutionary
research a new design system or tool will frequently be tested to check the
initial requirements and if necessary, adjust the requirements because of
new insight or because of new technologies. Such an evolutionary research
approach is very familiar to designers, as they are also typically involved in
cyclic processes [4, pp. 93].
The second distinguishing characteristic of design computing research is
that the system or tool is part of the research process and sometimes also
part of the outcome. The system or tool is in that case the implementation
of a new design method or technique.As is commonly known from other
domains like industrial design, Human-Computer Interaction, car design, etc.,
the user interface plays a very important role in the success of the
proposed system. Ignorance of this fact might lead to academically
interesting, yet inapplicable research results. The physical user interface
design and its development has become a research topic by itself [10 -13]. In
design computing research, interface design and development is an integral
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part of the research project.The interaction between the user and the
system is considered an inherent part of the proposed method or
technique.Testing the interface and the method or technique separately
would be meaningless.

2. Research strategy
The conclusions on design computing research has lead to the following
research strategy at the Design Systems Group of the Eindhoven University
of Technology:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Research question definition.
Literature survey.
System design
Performance specification.
User experiment with prototype.
Evaluation of collected data.
Conclusion on system performance.

The research question definition and the literature survey are part of
any scientific research work [14]. In order to address the research
questions, new design computing concepts are investigated. Based on this
work, a system design is made that consists both of an interface and a usermethodology.We have to point out that our main interest is in design
support, not in building user interfaces. This means that we have a stated
interest in the efficiency of the user interface as an appropriate tool for
design. Therefore, rather than investigating general parameters of a user
interface, we look at the influence of the user interface in a design context.
The new concept is implemented in a prototype system. The prototype
design and development process is not a linear process but includes several
moments of feedback with other experts and potential users, such as
interviews with professionals, user panels, workshops, or work period at an
office. Such sessions often yield new insights both from the researcher as
the user that require changes in the prototype system. One way to facilitate
such changes is to decompose the process by developing the prototype
system in modular parts that can be tested and re-used separately.
The performance criteria have to be established in order to assess the
design computing concept. Finding adequate metrics is not a trivial task.
Furthermore, for the purpose of evaluation it is important to have a reliable
data collection technique. Since Information and Communication Technology
(ICT) is especially powerful in data collection, we can take advantage of this
aspect by integrating data collection in the prototype system. This aspect
also influences the prototype system.
The statistical method for data analysis must be known before the user
experiments are started, because it affects the experiment itself (e.g.
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number of required subjects). Once this is determined, a time plan for the
experiments can be set up and subjects have to be recruited to take part in
the experiment. Usually the most exciting part of the research is the
execution of the experiment when the intended users of the system are
actually working with the prototype. Since the system is no more and no
less than a prototype, the researcher must constantly observe the process –
otherwise there is a big risk that data will be lost or not useful.
Furthermore, these hands-on experiences provide many additional insights
that simply cannot be anticipated in the preliminary theoretical work.
After the experiment the collected data are analyzed. In many cases this
encompasses huge amounts of data. Therefore, much of the processing is
automated. This step also includes assessing the validity and reliability of the
acquired data, in the light of the statistical methods employed but also in the
light of the system performance and observed problems during the
experiments. Finally, the outcomes of the analyses are compared with the
initial performance criteria and conclusions can be draw upon the validity of
the proposed design computing concept.
The prototype plays a crucial role in this process, and takes up a lot of
preparation time, but is however scientifically not very interesting.The
significance resides in the design method and technique that is implemented
and the evaluation of the performances of the prototype.
In this article we focus on the user interface aspect of design computing
research as it is executed in our group.Thus we will not elaborate on the
research goals of the individual research projects, but on the implemented
interface technology.The presented projects all share the same research
methodology outlined above. Furthermore, all projects introduce novel
physical user interfaces. Although the specific interface devices will be
introduced briefly, the main focus is on the research methods questions
when incorporating such interfaces in design computing research.

3. Experiments
The research issues in our projects have developed from previous
prototype developments and tests in our group [15]. Our basic premise is
that we can improve design with tools that better suit the needs and wants
of those who are involved with the built environment (not only design
professionals, but also future users).We furthermore believe that Virtual
Reality is a key technology for support of both the professionals and laypersons involved in design. The basic technology is well understood, yet the
implementation in design support has not yet reached its full potential.
For six recent research projects we will briefly describe the interface
and their strengths and weaknesses as they were concluded from the
experiments. The experiments that are reported here come from four PhD
projects and one Masters project (see Table 1).The physical interface is a
recurring theme in all projects.
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Project

Project Goal

Interface

b Table 1. Experiments on

Desk-Cave

Measuring human behavior
using virtual environments.

Projection left, right, front, and desktop. Platform
for several interface technologies: digitizer,
mouse-pen,VR, extended desktop.

tangible user interfaces.

DDDiver

Manipulation of abstract
data using Virtual Reality.

Rotation cube to enable intuitive 3D rotation of
objects. Fish tank VR to facilitate depth
perception.

SPIN

Track navigation of people
in urban environments.

Stereoscopic panoramic images with a
transparent user-interface for information
presentation. Point and click functionality for
navigation in a network of crossroad-nodes.

MuseV

Measure user preferences
for housing interior.

Perspective front projection and Plan desktop
projection. Real-time modification by point, drag,
and click functionality.Underlying Bayesiannetwork to measure preferences and to suggest
likely alternatives.

Idea Space
System

Capture, visualize, and
extend annotations in
the design process.

Desktop sketch interface with word capture.
Front projection of semantic network of
annotations and related words. Drag and drop
functionality from semantic network to desktop.

VisTa

Provide an easy tool for
making quick urban
feasibility studies.

Two-screen sketch interface with real-time check
against statement of requirements. Drag and
drop functionality for elements. Mouse-pen
interface.

3.1. Desk-Cave: an immersive workspace
The Desk-Cave is a VR setup that is used as a general-purpose research
platform.The setup is constructed from low cost materials and standard
computer hardware and peripherals.
3.1.1.The interface
The Desk-Cave consists of a table desk with three translucent screens
around it. Four beamers project on the screens and the table desk. Each
two beamers are connected to a pc-system with a dual video-output
channel. One pc runs the prototype system and directs the viewpoint
information to the other pc, which stands by in slave-mode. Horizontal
projection is achieved from the sides; top projection is achieved with a
mirror. Since the head position is not centered with respect to the left and
right screens, the viewing fustrum has been modified for these screens.
The Desk-Cave is novel in that it combines the immersion of a CAVEsystem without the use of obtrusive devices such as VR helmets, with a
physical workspace in the form of the table desk which is also enhanced by
projection.The Desk-Cave can have traditional CAVE functionality by
projecting a 3D model on all three screens and the desktop. The effect of
being in the model is strongly immersive, and provides a good method for
experiencing rooms and spaces from any perspective. People can navigate
through the virtual building or neighborhood.While doing so, it is possible
to track their route, viewing direction, motion speed and moreover, to ask
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Figure 1. Left:The Desk-Cave setup.
Right:A user navigating through a
virtual environment.

them what their considerations are and to what decisions they lead [16].
Next to the presentation of virtual, immersive environments, the DeskCave can also be used to show different views of a model using the four
projections. In this way, the table desk becomes a work area for many
different kinds of imaginable applications. For instance in the VisTa
Interactive Urban Planning and Design System (section 3.6) and the MuseV
system (section 3.4), the plan is projected on the desktop and a 3D view is
projected on the front screen; and in the Idea Space system (section 3.5)
the work area is projected on the desktop and the front screen shows the
semantic network of annotations.

Preliminary conclusions
The Desk-cave has proven itself as a versatile concept on which many
different kinds of applications can be developed. The enhanced table allows
for different applications of the desktop. Given the unobstructed space
required for the beamers, it takes up quite some space which makes the
setup less feasible for office work environments. Unless better quality large
LCD screens (or likewise technology) become available, this will remain so
for a while. Nevertheless, the Desk-cave system takes up less space than
most of the other large-projection systems such as CAVES and Reality
domes. As any immersive environment, it leads to visual isolation from other
people.
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Strengths

Weaknesses

Low cost.

One to maximal three person workplace.

Immersiveness.

Required space for the projectors is rather
large.

Virtual desktop.

Visual isolation from other people.

Very adaptable for many kinds of applications.
Compact in comparison to other
large-projection systems for immersion.

3.2. DDDiver: fish tank VR
DDDiver is a prototype system that allows for the manipulation of data
objects in a 3D interactive graph.Visualization of data in such form is based
on the hypothesis that spatial representation of large and complex datastructures, for example of a building design, is better suited for designers
than traditional, two-dimensional database representations. There are at
least two crucial aspects that need to be investigated: how to accurately
manipulate such a graph-representation, and how to navigate and keep an
overview of the structure. DDDiver aims to provide a solution for this.
Visual browsing of the history, visualization of link-semantics, and animated
visual feedback effects address the navigation and overview question.
Handling of objects in 3D space, in particular reaching out and selecting
them, is rather hard without physical feedback (thus relying only on visual
information).A review of 6D pointing devices that were current at the time,
such as Flock-of-Birds, showed that these devices were quite tedious to use
because of extended periods of suspended hand and arm movement.We
therefore chose to leave selection with a traditional mouse solution and to
improve first depth perception and accuracy of display (later we also developed
a special mouse for rotational manipulation of the data structure; see section
3.4. Muse).The so-called Fish tank VR is used to address these aspects.
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3.2.1.The interface
In a system using Fish tank VR functionality, the perspective projection of
the 3D image on screen is in real time updated according to the viewer’s
head position in front of the screen.The head position is tracked with an
infrared sensor which picks up a signal from a small transmitter that is
fastened in a band on the head. As a result, the screen’s front is experienced
as if it has the glass front of a fish tank that can be looked in.The coupling
of perspective projection with head movement improves depth perception.
In the DDDiver system [17], the use of Fish tank VR supports accurate
translation and rotation of data-boxes in three-dimensional space.
3.2.2. Preliminary conclusions
The improved performance of the Fish tank VR is compared relative to
standard monitors which do not have such a feature (static image which is
not updated according to head position). The users reported verbally that
their sense of spatiality was increased using the Fish tank VR.We infer their
improved depth perception and readability of 3D text from the decreased
time for reaching out accurately to data-boxes and the time required for
reading out loud displayed text on such data-boxes. In general, using the Fish
tank VR enabled the users to more accurately manipulate the data-structure
that was displayed in the system. The head tracking device which had to be
put on the head remained awkward for the users; it was experienced as a
distraction.
Strengths

Weaknesses

Improved tele-presence.

Inconvenient head tracking device.

Improved depth perception.

b

Increased readability of 3D text.
Figure 2. Left:The data model that is
manipulated in DDDiver. Right:
Rotation relative to head position.

Increased accuracy in manipulation of
objects in 3D space.

3.3. SPIN: stereoscopic panoramic interactive navigation
Insight in the actual movement behavior of people in urban environments is
important to assess the impact of future changes, for example when there
will be major changes in the supply of shops in an urban area. Such
information up to now is derived from lengthy questionnaires which utilize
text and images but do not convey a spatial sense of an urban environment.
In this research, we investigate how a spatial and visual interface can be used
to derive this information, and to determine whether such a method is as
accurate (or more) than traditional research methods [18].
The system tracks the route choices, travel times, travel mode choices,
types of activities, their location and duration of a user’s activities schedule.
This schedule replicates a previously conducted or to be conducted
schedule in the real urban environment. In all cases, the performed
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schedules in the experiment were checked against the real performed
schedules in the urban environment (subjects were followed without them
knowing it to obtain unbiased information).
The interface
It is intended that the interface generate, in the user, experiences that are
psychologically equivalent to being in the urban environment.This is
especially important in the consideration of the users who are selected
from the general population or “man-in-the-street” and who have varying
degrees of familiarity with computers. For this reason we opted for
panoramic photographic images of an existing city rather than a full-fledged
three-dimensional model. The images are taken from the city where the
users live.The stereoscopic photos were taken with two cameras mounted
on eye-distance on a specially constructed tripod for 360 degrees rotation.
Afterwards, all images were stitched and transformed to provide a
stereoscopic effect.
In order to display these images, we developed a new software.. The
stereoscopic panoramic images are incorporated in a comprehensive
database of all road-intersections of the city. As the images are familiar, they
should evoke recognition of the existing urban environment. Combined with
the stereoscopic effect, this will further heighten the sense of presence.
Navigation through the environment is effortless simply by looking in the
right direction and clicking on the street through which a person wants to
go. In order to avoid “instantaneous transport,” moving from one node to
the next takes some time, which is displayed in a timer on screen. Also, the
view when entering a new node is set to the same orientation as the
previous node. A feedback of previous actions and narrative is provided to
allow users to check their input [19, 20 ].
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Preliminary conclusions
In the experiments, we find that the use of stereoscopic photos serve very
well first to provide a highly recognizable environment and second to
enhance a sense of immersion through depth perception in the images. We
infer that the interface improves recall of performed schedules by improved
match between actually executed schedules and those re-enacted in the
system as opposed to traditional paper questionnaires. Although the
production of a single stereoscopic image is not much work, the capture of
all the infrastructure nodes in the center area of a city was very work
intensive and took well over 8 months.Transition between nodes is
sometimes experienced as a jump, leaving persons disorientated.
Strengths

Weaknesses

Navigation with narrative.

Scene is static and is soundless.

Sense of presence in environment.

There is no smooth transition from one node
to the next.The effect of “jumping” between
locations during navigation sometimes causes
disorientation.

Evokes recognition and recall of
performed schedules.

Building the urban node model with
(stereoscopic) panoramic images is work
intensive.

Interface needs little explanation.

b

3.4. MuseV: multiple view modification

Figure 3. Left: A stereoscopic image
at a crossroads node. Right: Person
using the system.

MuseV introduces a new way to collect preference information of potential
house owners for the layout of new buildings, in particular those that are
produced in great numbers [21].This information is currently acquired from
lengthy work sessions of an architect with the clients. It is difficult to assess
the scope and objectiveness of this information, and in many cases this
process leaves the client in a rather passive role. The system is intended for
prospect buyers who typically have limited or no knowledge of CAD
systems. The purpose is twofold. First, to help users identify crucial design
elements based on their preferences; to elaborate these and assist the users
to make the right decision. Second, to allow architects or planners to
investigate and understand preferences of potential, future inhabitants.
MuseV offers a Virtual Environment in which the design of a house is
displayed. The user can walk or fly to investigate and modify an existing
design or to create a new one.The system is equipped with a set of tools
that allow basic modifications such as adding, resizing, or deleting a space;
inserting furniture or openings; or applying several kinds of finishes. Since
these are quite complex tasks for a lay person to learn, we took our
inspiration from first-person computer games which often have a tutorial or
exercise level to become acquainted with the interface, and provided a
likewise tutorial for the beginning of the experiment.
While the activities of the user take place in the system, preference
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information in the form of choices for certain design elements is extracted
from the user’s actions. Underlying the VR system is a statistical model,
which uses a Bayesian-network. This network is updated with the extracted
preference information and used to prompt likely design variants that the
user may have overlooked. This network in turn, can also be used for the
project developer to understand the preferences of his clients. We tested
the system through cooperation with a project developer and group of
house owners to modify again the same baseline design that they modified
before realizing their current house with the project developer.
3.4.1.The interface
The setup for the system is based on the Desk-cave system and includes:
two projectors (front and desk), a tablet, a joystick, a mouse, and a
keyboard. The user interface consists of two views and a mobile menu (a
tool bar).The main view is projected in the front of the user and displays a
perspective image of the house design. The second view is projected on the
desk and the tablet. This view represents the floor plan of the design. Both
views can be used for modification purposes.
The menu consists of six commands to perform all needed
modifications. The main part of the menu is occupied by the view options,
and catalogues (when active). Standard functionality such as drag and drop
was implemented for inserting furniture, openings and finishes.
Navigation, especially for non-console PC-based games, is almost exclusively
implemented using two input devices: one for translation and one for viewing
direction. In MuseV we adopted this approach and we use the mouse
(direction) with a connection with the keyboard (translation). But we also use
an input device which was developed earlier for the DDDiver experiments; a
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Figure 4. Left: Participants working
with MuseV, editing a house design.
Right:The manipulation mouse for
navigation in MuseV.

navigation joystick.This device consists of a cube that can rotate horizontally
(X-axis) and vertically (Y-axis) and that is mounted on a T structure, which can
be pushed or pulled (Z-axis) (Figure 4 right). Rotation around the X and/or Yaxis resembles rotation of the translation direction. Moving the cube forward
or backward will translate the viewpoint with a specific speed in or opposite
the current direction. In this way we put all of the navigation into one device.
The joystick is meant to be used by the left hand while the right one can use
the mouse or the pen to perform modifications.
3.4.2. Preliminary conclusions
Both the interface and navigation were experienced as complex and took
some time to become acquainted with. Most users reported that they
understood very well the spatial implications of the modifications they were
making, and were better able to avoid solutions that look well on plan view
but work poor spatially. In particular the immediate visual spatial feedback
of changes was greatly appreciated. Navigation through the virtual world
introduced some problems, mainly with orientation and using the navigation
devices).The most popular navigation device was the mouse, but we
observed that generally the users did not take enough time to exercise and
train their navigation skills. Those who started to use the navigation cube
usually kept on using it through the whole experiment.The statistics clearly
indicate that the users prefer MuseV over the traditional media (verbal
description, multimedia presentation, and 3D model with preset options).
Strengths

Weaknesses

Fast and intuitive modification of spaces,
interior elements, and finishes.

The system functionality is not immediately
obvious: it requires some time to learn.

Direct visual feedback of changes.

Users experience problems with navigation in
VR.

Good opportunities for exchanging
opinions and generating discussions
about user preferences.

The menu is still experienced as complex.

3.5. Idea Space System: digital graphics and annotations
The Idea Space System (ISS) is a CAAD system that supports an architect in
the early phase of the design process.This research concentrates on the use
of words that are written down during the design. The Idea Space System
captures all design data and then uses the words to provide the architect –
while he is working – with new associations and relations between words,
which are intended to stimulate the generation of new ideas. It does this by
displaying in a graph-structure the semantic and lexical relations between
annotated words and new associated words by the system [22].
In order to assess the influence of associations on the creativity of
realized designs, we defined two different design tasks, and asked
professional architects to make one design while using ISS with the
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association component WordGraph active, and one design using ISS without
the association function.We asked the opinion of the architects directly
after the experiment with an questionnaire.The assessment of degree of
creativity of the design has been done by a panel of six architecture
teachers who had to judge on the basis of all the produced sketches the
scope of ideas, quality of the outcome, and creativity of the outcome
3.5.1.The interface
The Idea Space System is built on the Visual Interaction Platform (VIP3)
[11].VIP consists of a table top on which a desktop is projected, and which
is also recorded with a camera. The camera tracks physical objects
(movement and rotation) and uses this information to manipulate the
underlying projected desktop. In this way, a physical interface is connected
to virtual objects. The Idea Space System enhances this platform by adding
an additional vertical screen, and using as input devices pens and a tablet.
On the desktop, projected paper is used, which can be displayed in various
transparency settings. The architect works as if using a big sheet of paper.
The ISS system has handwriting recognition, so there is no need for the
distraction caused by a specialized input device for text.
The WordGraph component of the system takes the annotated words,
and searches for interesting relations among these words [23].These come
scrolling by in a graph representation on the vertical screen as they are
generated in real-time. Words generated by the system are displayed in
yellow boxes. Because the feedback is not displayed in the horizontal
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Figure 5. Left: Projection of found
new words displayed up front. Right:
Person working with ISS.

working field, the architect can ignore it and is not interrupted in the design
process.When a graph is selected, it is inserted as an image on the desktop
and becomes part of the Idea Space on the horizontal working field.
3.5.2. Preliminary conclusions
In their personal report, architects tended either to be enthusiastic or
skeptical about the ISS concept. Most of the architects indicated a slight
enhancement in the design process and the workflow.They tended to find
the generated words abstract but interesting. New ideas and more
associations were mostly triggered by these generated words. Furthermore,
the displayed relations between words (the lexical and semantic relations)
caused the words to appear logically structured.This contributed to the
architect entertaining different viewpoints or approaches to the textual
design information. An improvement would be to allow architects have
greater influence on the graphs by deleting or including words themselves.
Strengths

Weaknesses

Similar interface to traditional working
techniques by pen and paper.

Architects tend to compare the system with
tools as Adobe Photoshop and find that some
functions are missing.This is particularly found
lacking when they want to further explore
collages.

Easy to learn.

No possibility to limit the feedback provided
by the graph structures.

Projected paper enables making of
collage by combination and scaling of images.
Deduced graphs show logical structures
between annotations.

3.6.VisTa: the mouse pen sketch interface
VisTa is a system for quick spatial feasibility studies on the basis of the
urban planning programme by means of an intuitive interface for creation
and manipulation of masses and spaces [24]. It addresses the gap between
the urban planning phase which sets general criteria for new urban areas,
and the urban design phase which often starts from these data without a
proper feasibility study whether the planning criteria are realistic. VisTa
supports planners or urban designers to design simple 3D models on an
urban scale while testing the design against the constraints from the urban
planning phase.
The system was tested with urban planners, architects, and researchers. All
were asked to make an urban design for a given existing location with a
realistic planning programme.They had to make the design by hand on paper,
with a CAAD package (AutoCAD or Viz 4), and with VisTa. In order to prevent
sequential effects, each participant got a different order in which to use these
media. The experiences were collected directly after the experiment with a
questionnaire.The results of the experiment were evaluated on the basis of
The Tangible Interface: Experiments as an Integral Part of a Research Strategy
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number of design variants, compliance of variants to planning brief, and the
subjective assessment of quality by the person him- or herself.
3.6.1.The interface
In order to facilitate both planners (who are used to numerical data and
plan representations) and urban designers (who need to create the urban
spatial design) we built VisTa in the Desk-Cave utilizing the desktop as
sketching interface and the vertical projection for the spatial view and
numeric evaluation view.The dominant input device is an ultrasonic mouse
positioning system, called the Mimio mouse pen.With this mouse pen the
desktop becomes a full-size touch screen. By projecting the urban plan on
the desktop, the designer can use the mouse pen for creation and
manipulation of the 3D objects.The system principally works with strokerecognition for commands, but it is also possible to enter alphanumerical
data through a projected keyboard.

3.6.2. Preliminary conclusions
For the specific task at hand,VisTa was generally judged as better suited
than traditional CAD packages. Although paper was generally viewed by
most as easiest accessible, the additional functionality of VisTa for spatial
impression and immediate feedback about compliance to the urban planning
data lead to a preference for VisTa. Nevertheless, we have to realize that the
interface needs more work. In particular rotation was experienced as
awkward, and the users requested a larger variety of objects.Technically, the
mouse pen proved unstable and often broke down.
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Figure 6. Left:The Mimio mouse pen
configuration for the horizontal
workspace. Right: Person using VisTa.

Strengths

Weaknesses

Firm grip of the mouse pen

Technically unreliable as it often experiences
breakdown.

Pen-like device, which through its rather
large size strengthens the idea of sketching.

4. CONCLUSIONS

.

4.1. Role of the interface in the research strategy

Table 2. Interface opportunities
and threats

In order to research new interface techniques for design support, we have
found that the following questions form important guidelines for establishing
the prototype systems: who is the user, what will the user do, what is the
performance specification of the system, and how will the performance be
evaluated, and thus measured? This means that more importantly than the
general metrics of an interface, we need to assess the impact of the
interface on the design task. Therefore we have to distinguish quite clearly
which of the various activities that occur in design are under consideration.
Fish tank VR for example, is good for immersed data manipulation, but is
probably not a good technology for sketching or word processing;
stereoscopic panoramic images are good for conveying urban structure but
probably inappropriate for grasping a three-dimensional design; manipulation
of simple objects in VR is good for arranging variations with a client, but it
does not help to create new shapes, and so forth. From this we want to
stress that testing an interface for design support, whether physical or not,
only makes sense in the context of a particular design process. Since this
method clearly depends on the user, who may be a professional designer or
a lay-person, this question requires careful consideration. This also implies
that conclusions about an interface for one group of users cannot be simply
generalized to other groups of users.

Project

Interfaces

Interface Opportunities

Interface Threats

Desk-Cave

4 Views; Keyboard; Mouse.

Sense of presence.
Data collection platform for many
different kinds of virtual environment
applications

Complex set up too bulky for
office workplace.

DDDiver

1 View; Fish tank VR +
Head tracking; Keyboard;
Mouse; Navigation cube.

Sense of presence. Improved accuracy
in perception and manipulation of
objects in 3D space.

Inconvenient interface distracts from
working task.

SPIN

1 View; Stereo panorama +
Stereo glasses; Mouse.

Sense of presence through highly
realistic stereoscopic images.

Disjunction between perception and
body motion causes disorientation.

MuseV

2 Views; Keyboard; Mouse;
Navigation cube;Tablet.

Multiple interaction modes that a
user can choose from.
Unobtrusive data collection.

People not used to 3D navigation
experience disorientation.
Cluttering of interfaces leads to
confusion.

Idea Space
System

2 Views; Keyboard;
Mouse;Tablet.

Natural interface.
Unobtrusive data collection.

Relative high proportion of not useful
information can lead to cognitive overload.

VisTa

2 Views; Keyboard;
Mouse pen.

Direct manipulation of objects in 3D
space through a tangible interface.

People not used to 3D navigation
experience disorientation.
Insufficiently robust technology.
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4.2. Interface research directions
In this section we generalize the strengths and weaknesses to arrive at
opportunities and threats that are in themselves research directions for
tangible interfaces. Finally, in the conclusions, the meaning and consequences
of these observations for the AEC domain are expressed
4.2.1. Presence
From the presented work we conclude that presence is an important
aspect to extend the user interface.This view is supported by a large
amount of publications that can be found on this issue.The source of these
publication is very diverse, namely psychology, ergonomics, electronics and
computer science [25, 26]. Presence, often achieved by immersion, helps lay
persons understand spatial characteristics of design, professionals to deal
with the spatial nature of architectural design, and the general user to
better perform in spatial virtual environments that are bound to appear
increasingly. Furthermore, the sense of presence is a precondition for data
collection on user perception, appreciation, behavior, and for collaborative
design. In the projects above, a number of physical user interfaces have been
tested to increase a sense of presence for collecting better qualitative data.
Environments that can offer a high sense of presence are becoming more
important especially now that the intended user of the built environment
becomes more involved in the design process, thanks to developments like
mass-customization and participatory design.
4.2.2. Unobtrusive interfaces
Secondly, we conclude that there is much potential use for new, unobtrusive
interfaces, for example, to decrease the distraction of using unsuitable tools
for design. Development of all kinds of devices reside mainly outside the
AEC research domain.We feel however, that some of the work presented
above shows that new interfaces do not necessarily require new devices.
The Desk-cave, for example, does not require any new devices but
effectively extends the number of displays in a spatial manner, and combines
this with a responsive table desk that is facilitated with a standard tablet. We
propose therefore, that the challenge lies in using well-established methods
and tools, and to combine them in such a way that new features for design
support arise. Research within the AEC domain is necessary to understand
the technical functionality of new interfaces as such but even more to
understand the user appreciation in the context of design.
4.2.3. Learning from games
Finally, we experience that sometimes things come easy as is. For example a
rapidly growing population is familiar with 3D environments because they
learned to master it in games. In general, people are becoming more
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computer-literate rapidly, but we feel it is with the advent of first-person
games that there is a real boost to understanding the potential of virtual
environments. In particular the push for low thresholds to learn the
interface of a game quickly offers many ideas that are applicable in research.
As we can assume that there are only a limited number of basic solutions to
accessible 3D interfaces, we expect there will be a smooth transition
between gaming environments and AEC design environments.
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